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Background

General Game Playing (GGP): paradigm in AI focusing on
developing algorithms and techniques to play more than one
game successfully.
Game Description Language (GDL): logic-based language
to represent games in GGP.

Research Question

How can we express and verify game-theoretical notions and
solution concepts in GDL?
Verification by Model Checking
1

Model system S as a graph/game MS

2

Model property P as a formula φP

3

Check MS |= φP

In our case MS is specified in GDL.
But what about φP ?
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State of the Art

[RvdHW09] extends GDL with operators for individual and joint
strategies in Alternating-time temporal logic (ATL).
(M, s) |= hhAiiψ iff agents in A have a joint strategy such that,
no matter what the agents in Ag \ A do,
(M, s) |= ψ

Normally, ψ is a formula in LTL:
ψ = p | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | Xφ | φU φ

State of the Art
Expressivity:
Termination: the game will eventually end.
hh∅iiF terminal
Playability: every player has at least one move in every non-terminal
state.
^
_
hh∅iiG(¬terminal →
legal(i, a))
i∈Ag a∈Acti ,a6=f ini

Strong Winnability: some player has a strategy to win.
_
hhiiiF wini
i∈Ag

Fairness: all players might win.
hhAgiiF wini
Collusion: coalition C has a strategy to enforce a win for agent i.
hhCiiF wini
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State of the Art

Main result: Model checking ATL on GDL models is EXPTIME-c,
when assuming perfect information.
Bad, isn’t it?
The complexity is given on compact representations.
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Imperfect Information

But what about imperfect information?

Players often have imperfect/incomplete information about
the state of the game (poker, battleships, etc.)
In auctions bidders do not know other bidders’ preferences.
[Thi10]: Game Description Language with Imperfect Information
(GDL-II)

Verification of ATL under Imperfect Information

Unfortunately, imperfect information makes things hard(er)
perfect inf.
memoryless
perfect recall

PTIME-c. [AHK02]

imperfect inf.
∆P2 -c. [JD06]
undec. [DT11]

UROP Project:
Extend GDL to express and verify efficiently game-theoretical
notions and solution concepts under imperfect information.

Research Challenge: how to tame imperfect information

[DT11]: the source of undecidability lies in the interplay between. . .
1

agents having incomparable observations

2

agents using private communication

What happens if we drop 1 or 2?
Hereafter we focus on dropping 2.
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[DT11]: the source of undecidability lies in the interplay between. . .
1

agents having incomparable observations

2

agents using private communication

What happens if we drop 1 or 2?
Hereafter we focus on dropping 2.

Idea: drop private communication

Public Announcement Logic is decidable

[GG97]

Epistemic planning is easier

[DMP18]

LTLK synthesis is decidable

[vdMW05]

Research question: are there meaningful restrictions on imperfect
information that preserves tractability/decidability?

MAS with Public Actions Only

PA-MAS
A MAS S has public actions only if any action is visible to any agent.
That is, no private communication can take place.
PA-MAS capture many interesting scenarios in CS/Game Theory
card/board games: poker, bridge, etc.
open-outcry auctions
communication by broadcast, including tweeting
planning via public actions
recording contexts

[LvdMR00]
[KG15]
[FHMV95]

Concurrent Game Structures with Imperfect Information
iCGS
An iCGS S = hAg, AP, {Acta }a∈Ag , S, S0 , δ, λ, {∼a }a∈Ag i includes
agents in Ag
atomic propositions in AP
Q
actions in Acta and joint actions in ACT = a∈Ag Acta
states in S with initial states in S0 ⊆ S
transition function δ : S × ACT → S
labelling function λ : AP → 2S
indistinguishability relation ∼a ⊆ S × S for every agent a ∈ Ag.
Formal models for PA-MAS:
PA-iCGS
An iCGS S has public actions only if for every agent a ∈ Ag, states
s, s0 ∈ S, and joint actions J, J 0 ∈ ACT ,
if J 6= J 0 then δ(s, J) 6∼a δ(s0 , J 0 )

Decidable Model Checking

[DT11]: Model checking ATL on iCGS with perfect recall is
undecidable.
Theorem ([BLMR17a, BLMR17b])
Model checking ATL on iCGS with public actions only is decidable.
[BLMR18]: Model checking ATL remains decidable if we allow for
a finite number of “private” actions.
⇒ useful to model collusion in auctions.
Take-home Message:
Complex specifications can in principle be checked on MAS as
long as evolution is almost always via public actions.

The UROP Project
How can we express and verify game-theoretical notions and
solution concepts in GDL under imperfect information?
We leverage on
Extension of GDL with ATL operators [RvdHW09]
Decidability results for iCGS with public actions only
[BLMR17a, BLMR17b, BLMR18]
Project Outline:
State of the art on GDL and ATL.
Interpretation of ATL on CGSi-like models for GDL-II.
3 Expressivity, applications to auction.
4 Model Checking (particularly on PA-iCGS).
5 Implementation (?)
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AGAPE

1

How can we verify properties for any number of players in the
system?
⇒ Parametric model checking (?)

2

How can we manipulate efficiently numerical values in model
checkers?

3

Strategically equivalent ≈ bisimilar?

Cannons for a paper castle?
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